
 
Course Description 
Virtue ethics is not only the oldest tradition within ethics, dating back to Greek antiquity, but also 
the area within contemporary ethics that has seen a recent explosion of interest, in particular for 
those interested in doing empirically informed ethics. Meanwhile, virtue ethics has a unique 
appeal among non-experts because this tradition takes seriously the question of how to live one’s 
whole life, rather than solely focusing on particular actions and isolated motivations. 
 
The course is divided into three parts. The first part of the course will focus on an articulation of 
the structure and core concepts of virtue ethics, in order to contrast its emphasis on the notion 
of character with traditional deontological and consequentialist theories; the second part will 
focus on the empirical viability of the notion of character and virtue, taking its starting point in 
the situationist challenge to the very idea of stable character traits; and the third part will take up 
central issues in applied virtue ethics: environmental ethics, bioethics and military ethics.  
 
 
Course Meetings and Final Conference 
 
The course will be run jointly by the University of Oslo (Franco V. Trivigno) and the University 
of Bergen (Hallvard Fossheim). Though much of the instruction will take place independently at 
their respective universities, the two groups will be in regular contact via video conferencing, with 
some lectures being delivered from Bergen to Oslo and vice versa.  
 
The course ends with an obligatory joint workshop that will take place on 17-18 November. At 
this workshop, each student will present a draft of his or her final essay and receive feedback 
from the group.  In addition, we have invited an international researcher on virtue ethics, who 
will present a paper at the workshop and also give feedback to each student. After the workshop, 
students will be able to meet with the instructor for further advising on the paper.     
 
 
 
 
 
 


